
Maari Seating



As today’s workforce grows 
increasingly mobile, offices are 
destinations valued for connections 
and activities. People seek spaces 
that offer choice for creative work, 
and alternative places to collaborate 
or focus. They also look for balance 
in the workplace through warmer 
colors and natural materials.

Maari™ is a family of seating family that artfully blends 
beauty, form, and function. Maari is everywhere—
providing complete comfort for seated activities that 
occur throughout the day. Maari brings balance to 
the workspace and fosters well-being for people who 
work there. Haworth is a registered trademark of Haworth, Inc.
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One Chair, Many Spaces

With Maari, organizations can furnish many 
spaces with one family of seating. From active 
work chairs to guest seating and stools, its 
versatile statement of line provides flexibility in 
specification for a breadth of application needs, 
making Maari adaptable to any space.

One Shell, Many Bases

The heart of Maari is a one-piece, delicately textured, molded shell—the 
same for all chairs. The fresh, expressive Maari design and discreet details 
let designers add personality and aesthetic continuity through finishes 
and colors. Maari offers numerous functional combinations to specify in 
almost any setting.



Complete Comfort

Influenced by our knowledge of seat and back contours and Patricia 
Urquiola’s design vision, Maari supports both focus and collaborative 
work modes. Maari active work chairs offer complete comfort without 
the complication of multiple adjustments, while a soft, organic shape 
provides visual comfort.



Design Choices

For flexibility across a floorplate, choose from a mix of 
materials—wood, steel, aluminum, and fabric—as well as 
nine shell colors, seven base colors, and three wood options. 
Create a monochromatic look with select colors by matching 
the shell, base, and arms. All non-upholstered Maari seating 
is bleach cleanable, for easy care and disinfection. A tablet 
surface with dual-pivot arm in paint, laminate, and wood 
finishes is also available on the Maari 5-star base chair to 
create a personal workspace anywhere.

Statement of line may vary by global region.



Designed by Patricia Urquiola
Born in Oviedo, Spain, Patricia Urquiola is an award-winning 
designer and architect with a studio in Milan. Patricia has 
partnered with Haworth since 2013, sharing her innovative 
perspective and expertise on product and space design.



Aligning People and Space for  
Optimal Performance  

Your people, organization, and facilities are at 
the center of everything we do. We help create 
spaces that solve for your business needs— 
resulting in effective people and efficient use of 
real estate. 

To learn more, visit haworth.com/maari.
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